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HOW TO GROW YOUR TALENT NETWORK QUICKLY
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Congratulations! You have made a great decision to invest in Talent Network as part of your
recruitment solution. Now that you have Talent Network, show it off to reap maximum benefits — to do so, we
highly recommend placing a “Join our Talent Network” button or hyperlink on any channel you currently use to
reach potential candidates. (This could include your corporate website, various social media sites, email
signatures, and career site).
Increasing the visibility of the “Join” button in as many places as possible will enhance your opportunity to
capture lead information from candidates and keep them engaged in your talent pipeline. In fact, studies have
shown that 80 percent of job seekers are willing to complete a job form even if they are not ready to
apply. Did you get that? That’s 4 in 5 job seekers!
If you prefer not to use the provided buttons, you may instead link to your Talent Network via a text hyperlink.
Regardless of which method you choose — the “Join” button or a hyperlink — you will be greatly increasing the
visibility of your Talent Network to job seekers.
We suggest placing the “Join” button or hyperlink in these materials:
 Corporate website or career site.
 Social media sites (Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Google+, or others).
 Email signatures.
 Email campaigns.
 At career fairs, via QR codes or other methods.
 On any site that could be exposed to potential talent.
In the following pages, we’ll give you the steps you need to get started.
As an added bonus, the more links and quality content you have on your site, the better the visibility. But don’t
just take our word for it — ask our clients about the great results they’re seeing from their Talent Network.
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*Please submit the information below to the person in charge of updating your website (e.g.,
Webmaster; IT Team)*
Below you’ll find three button options that have been created for your company.
BUTTON OPTION 1
Button image links to your “Join” form.

<a href="http://www.jobs.net/jobs/americannursingcare/join?joinpath=Exportablejoin" rel="nofollow"> <img border="0"
src="https://secure.icbdr.com/images/talentnetwork/tnhq50x6371yqg30xjny-joinbutton-042117.jpg" alt="Join the American
Nursing Care Talent Network" /></a>

BUTTON OPTION 2
Button image links to your “Join” form. Browse all jobs links to your “All Jobs” career page.

Browse all jobs
<div style="width: 255px">
<span style="float: right;"><a href="http://www.jobs.net/jobs/americannursingcare/join?joinpath=Exportablejoin"
rel="nofollow"><img src="https://secure.icbdr.com/images/js/TalentNetworkButton-wellpoint-Small.png" alt="Join
the American Nursing Care Talent Network" border="0" /></a></span>
<span style="float: right; font: 0.6em Arial,Helvetica; margin: 2px 2px 0 0;"><a
href="http://www.jobs.net/jobs/americannursingcare/all-jobs/" title="Browse all jobs" >All jobs at American Nursing
Care Talent Network</a></span>
</div>
BUTTON OPTION 3
Button image links to your “Join” form and can be formatted to fit next to any other social sharing icons on your
site.

<a href="http://www.jobs.net/jobs/americannursingcare/join?joinpath=Exportablejoin" rel="nofollow"
target="_blank"><img border="0" src="https://secure.icbdr.com/images/talentnetwork/tn_button_pbji.jpg" alt="Join
the American Nursing Care Talent Network for jobs" /></a>

TALENT NETWORK HYPERLINK INSTRUCTIONS
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Prefer to hyperlink to your Talent Network? Here are link options we’ve created for you that lead to your top
Talent Network pages.

LINK OPTION 1
Button image links to your “Join” form.
Text: Find jobs at American Nursing Care Talent Network
<a href="http://www.jobs.net/jobs/americannursingcare/all-jobs/" title="Find jobs at American Nursing Care Talent
Network on Jobs.net" >Find jobs at American Nursing Care Talent Network</a>

LINK OPTION 2
Text: Browse jobs at American Nursing Care Talent Network
<a href="http://www.jobs.net/jobs/americannursingcare/all-jobs/" title="Browse Jobs at American Nursing Care
Talent Network on Jobs.net">Browse jobs at American Nursing Care Talent Network</a>

SOCIAL MEDIA: FACEBOOK TALENT NETWORK LINKS
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ABOUT US/CONTACT US AND JOBS TABS

STATUS UPDATES
Share your Talent Network’s “Join” button or Talent Network page with unique status updates through
your business page or recruiters’ profiles.

SOCIAL MEDIA: GOOGLE+ TALENT NETWORK LINKS
ABOUT US COMPANY/BUSINESS PAGES AND RECRUITER POSTS

ABOUT US PAGES AND TWEETS/UPDATES
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SESSION-LESS JOIN FORM
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Do you regularly host or participate in career fairs or hiring events? A session-less join form is a great fit for
companies that host or participate in career fairs or hiring events and want to make an iPad available for
multiple candidates to join their Talent Network. It is also compatible on mobile devices and desktop computers
as well!
What is “Session-less Join Form”?
Session-less join occurs when the join form page is continuously refreshed. This allows for candidate after
candidate to join your Talent Network, without browser/cookie interference.
How does it work?
After a new candidate joins your Talent Network, the join form will “refresh” and show a new, blank join form,
ready for the next candidate to complete. No previous candidate information will auto-populate in any of the
listed fields.
How do I create a “session-less” join form?
Setting up a session-less join form is quick and easy!
1. Simply add: "join?&nosession=true" to the end of the join form URL and you have a session-less join
form!
Here is an example: http://www.jobs.net/jobs/psahealthcare/en-us/join?&nosession=true

MOBILE REDIRECTS
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Is your career site not mobile optimized? No worries. You can still direct mobile visitors to a mobile-optimized
career search experience on your Talent Network site.
The Talent Network solution is completely mobile-optimized providing mobile visitors with an optimal career
search experience.
How does it work?
Wherever you have links currently to your career site on your website can be replaced with a mobile redirect.
Once enabled a candidate clicking on the career site link will be redirected to your talent network site.
Who can setup the mobile redirect?
Anyone with access to the html of the page, this is most likely someone in your IT department.
How do I setup a mobile redirect?
Please refer to your customer support specialist for a pdf of the mobile redirect instructions.
As a reminder, since this is a mobile specific feature, it will not redirect job seekers on desktop devices.

EMAIL CAMPAIGNS
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CANDIDATE RE-ENGAGEMENT EMAIL
We recommend you use your Talent Network “Join” button as a way to re-engage candidates who have shown
interest in your company before and who currently reside within your Applicant Tracking System, or ATS. By
using your portable “Join” button, you can email former candidates and invite them to join your Talent Network,
while keeping them up to date on the opportunities that best match their skill sets. Not sure where to begin?
Here’s a template you’re welcome to use as a starting point for your email.
Email Text Example – Informal Tone
Dear [Name of past candidate],
Thank you for your interest in joining American Nursing Care. Since you have applied for a position in
the past, we want to make sure we’re keeping you in the loop by sharing our latest information and
opportunities with you. It’s so simple: All you have to do is click the “Join our Talent Network” link below
and tell us a little bit about yourself. That way, we can send you tailored communications and updates
we think you’ll be interested in. Remember: You’ve got nothing to lose.
We look forward to (re)connecting!

Thank you,
[Enter sender’s name here]
Email Text Example – Formal Tone
[Name of past candidate],
We appreciate your interest in joining American Nursing Care. Since you have previously applied for a
position here, we’d like to ensure you’re staying abreast of the most recent information and opportunities
that become available. If this is something of interest to you, click the “Join our Talent Network” link below
and provide us with some pertinent information about yourself so we can tailor our messaging and
updates for you.
We look forward to (re)connecting.

Thank you,
[Enter sender’s name here]

EMAIL CAMPAIGNS
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADDING PORTABLE “JOIN” BUTTONS TO EMAIL SIGNATURES
To add the button above to your signature in Outlook, click on either “File” or “Tools” (depending on your Outlook
version), then “Options,” “Mail,” and then “Signatures.”

Right click on whichever button in this document you would like to add to your signature, click “Copy,” go back to
the email signature options in Outlook, click “Paste,” (make sure to choose the “Keep Source Formatting” option)
and click “OK.” Using this paste option will keep the hyperlink as part of the button. Click OK again and your
portable “Join” button will now appear in your signature.

